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The Al, Family of Soviet Avia Mgnes
by
A. 0. Ivchenko
Kirovograd.
in the UZk2.

It

Institution for Higher Learning for personnel cf the Civil Aviation
would be useless to look for such an institution in any of the capi-

t.,listic countries.

They do not have such

The higher flight training school,
of flight z3astery,

it

Before the students)

schools.
it

is first of all a perfection,

new stages

is a step forward in mastering more complex aviation equipm- nt,
which are now carileting the training course in this celnter of

learning, is being opened the way from the Yak-12 and An-2 to the control stick of
turbojet and turboprop air ships An-24, Tu-104, An-lO,Ii-18. Yes these fliers having
acquired in the flight training schools 1mowledge

and habits, go to the peaks of the

flying mastery.
At the
tial

Kirovograd school are trained not only pilots, Here undergoing ini

training are navigators of jet aircraft. With the graduation the young navioa

tors enter the fifth ocean

and guide airships cver numerous avia routes of our count-

ry,
Recently to Kirovograd in visit to the students, ;ilots-instructars and lecturers
came the chief constructor recipient of Lenin premium Adl&sandr Gefgevich Ivchenko.
The engines which bays been constructed by the outfit head d by him

are mounted on

11-18. An-lO, An-12, Yak-12 aircraft on ia-l, Ka-15 helicopters. The school is now
training crevs for new turboprop airships An-24-. These aircraft too are p;coered by
kA.Ivcheko engines. All these engines are' united under one family, which has adopted
the initials "'All
The chief constructor acquainted himself with the engine training class, he
FTD-T'-•r4-92_l2//l2

was favorably impressed by the stands, aggregstes and other demonstrativedevices
contrived here, he adviced on what should and what can be dcne1
of interrogators and students.
a deep iiapression, it

he answered questions

The ccnversation which enveloped around engines,left

enabled to better and more thoroughly understand the ideas

ezabodied in the new engine.
This was followed by a conference in the larger auditorium instigated by the Club
of interesting meetingse
I find it highly pleasant, and I would say, highly useful to become acquainted
with you, dear comrades - that is how A.G.Ivchenko began his introductory speech.
Direct contact with ABROFLOT (Civil Aviation) personnel, with the ones who in practice
will test the service life of our constructions,
new conceptions, it
remarks,

enriches the constructors with

excites one onto a search for ways of improving equi-ment.

suggestions, councils which we receive from you,

cannot be overestimated.

The

personnel of the AEROFLOT'

The creative contact, close friendship of the oneswho produce

new equipent and who exploits same , appears to be an important prerequisite of technict3
progress,
connected)

lively development of air transportation with which all our ideas are

to which we and you are devoting our forces,

You know, comrades,
be satisfied and rest

energy, knowledge.

what the party is constantly teaching us, that we cannot

on the laurels of the already attaineA things. We must 'says

Nikita. Sergeyevich Khruahchev)

- constantly improve even the most perfect one for

the given period, because with the expiration of time , with the development of scieanCA
and technology* which never rests, even the most perfect things. beccame obsolete

e

This to a no lesser extent pertains to new. equipments Let us 'say we have built a new
engine,

Assuming it

passed all the necessary tests but, by placing the hand over the

heart, we must say, that -nevertheless there are bright and dark sides which can be
more thoroughly revealed only in the process of operation. And here who is better
authorized to say something besides you, coadea.
That is why the collective of our construction bureau values ycu

7TD)-TY-62-1924j'l'2
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opinionse

listenes to your councils,

remrks, wishes, We are trying to derive from life,from
to better carry out our tasks. which prczotes

practice everything which helps us

perfection of our engines.

that the students like our engine.

toward the An-24 aircraft,
very pleasing

engine the lecturers and students are developing a lot
In

cally accepting our new job,
happy.

is

It

you evaluate it

favor of the job.

in

is

I repeat,

of useful ideas,

sujgestions.

and the fact that you are criti.

observant,

as they say, your eye is

this account,

This,

expxresej

that in the process of studying the new

no less cznforting)

is

It

*

greater interest is

that here in the school,

I was very pleased to learn,

universally, -

can only make me feel

that your councils, your coradely

I can assure you,

help are accepted by us with appreciatione
We continue working over the engine for the An-24.
units and aggregates,
engine.

This task is

improving its

Our group is

we are persistently attaining a longer service life

not abating,

on the contrary,

it

will acquire greater scope after
us a lot.

the An-24 goes into service of the AiOFLOT. Real operation will tell
even we will try with your active help to do everything possible,
will meet all

the requirements

ing, reliable,

heard about our AI-20 engine.

for many more years.

But in

working on its

always a bit different fronm the previous one,
order to give a more or less full

engine much time would be needed.

"what has

long liV-

dealing with it know•.

been done

and this is

many respects

upon its

all about it.

FTD-,fT-62-1924/I+2,

resource.

service life,

If

serve aviation

Each new series is

a step forward.

description of the operation of the AI-20

Yes and there is

to increase its

wAll

has been manufactured quite some

imiprowveent.

no special need, because everyone

I would only like to speak about
or as they say to increase its

span. Why do I place special emphasis on this subject.
in

so that the engine

more economical,

Wk hope that it

spite of the fact that it

time agothe constructors are still

who has so

In any

such as you would like to see it.

You have all

In

to make it

of the AEROFLOT,

of the

The aconcuo

life

of the engine depends

the, engine, shois a, lonuew service life,

then

of course, it

is more' convenientbecause the cost for its operation and the cost

of tran.sportation aie reduced.

. And a reduction in operational costs is the basis

'or re.2ucing tariffs,

turn, leads to an influx of passengers for air

which in

trans.'

iortation.
In this way, an increase in the service life and inter-repair resources of engines
is one of the important conditions

for the growth in the volume of transportation,

increase in ocourmical indices of the AZROFLOT, improvement in thewell being of the
natione
That is

why I consider it

an obligation to: tell

the resources of the A1-20 engine.
facture,

you, what we have done.to increase

From the moment the engine was put into series mauu-

about five years have passed. Luring this time

its resource was increased

by four times., On many aircraft of the Aeroflot Al-20 engines w:ith pentafold initial
resource ha.e been mounted. And so, step by step, we are improving this engine

in

order to make it more reliable and more econcmical than its brothers from the first
series. I can say,

that in the very near future the AIOFLOT will be receiving AI-20

engines with a service life 15 times greater than in 1957.
We are doing the very same thing on an engine for the An-24,
ing. The service life of this engines

we hope, will rise more ra; idly thn

of its brother the A1-20.I do assure
yoq,that we u:ill not skimp any efforts

.hich you are now Stujy-

Sec

hoJ,7e+

I

that

a.

Illustration: Chief
constructor recipient of Lenin Premium AeGeIvchenkospeaks.

nor times
I would like to call your attention to the fact,

that the performance of any engine,

its service life depend to a large extent upon the operating conitions, lt:oper,
overall operation - one of the important guarantees of long life. TechnoloMr does
not stand for the 81er You 9 version. Here a lot can be done by the collective

of

the Higher Aviation, Training School. It is necessary to persistently improve the
training of pilots and other crew members,

they must adopt a liking for the equipmeoat,

for the work, they imst develop a sense of responsibility for the entrusted job.

FTD-TT-02-1924/1*2
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:oi

UMooaUe44 in 69tting acquainted here

with the training program of crown for flights

Illustrationi From the grand and useful conversation at the Club
of Interesting Metingse

I should say, that it well assures good training of cadres for this aircraft. But the
listeners shonld not frget,

that at school they are only making the first steps in

the adoption of new technique. The main thing is

to forge ahdad. The fliers too cannot

rest on their laurelso
Our construction group will not remain idle in the training of cadres for this

machine, We consider it our duty to help you with demonstrative means. For this purpose the construction bureau is

assigning to you two training engines* Here,

vorad, must be created the most favorable conditions

in Kiro-

for the training of An-24 crewse

Usuglly we constructors are questioned by aviators 0 What 'are you working now
on 8? This is
oping

perfectly natural. Aviators would like to knowthe perspectives of devel;-

aviation equilapent, trends i4 this developmantt,

or will they have to learn

11 about the things which are being developed at the construction bureaus. But I
will tell
mare.

you in secret, I adhere to such a law. it

Still adhering to this principl,

is

better to speak less, and do

IT will briefly (in

two words)

0"plain certain

deliberations*
The airways of the nation will soon see the An-24 and Tu-124 aircraft, which 9
Us-ise

m

axe intended for 40.60 passengers.

It

is believed that in addition to

these aircraft the Aeroflft should also have 20-4 seater aircraft for fli&hts along

len,..Sir zoest"

100
N
.sd
at a spd.a

.- r.. &ca-

aiia

needs onfg

so. This too

is a job for the constructors of avia engines*
And if

we keep in mind much farther perspectives,

then we must speak about power.

ful transport aircraft with a cruising speed of approximately 2000-2500 kz/hr. Foreign
press is writing very much about that. Published are also projects, models of such

aixships. They too will be needing power plants. And this belongs to the ccmpetenoe
of aviation engine constructors.
Just so, comrades, to live and see.

Illustraticos Tuarboprop passenger aircraft An-24

JT
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Lines from newspapers
Me ny ARCFLOT publications arrive at the Kirovograd school of Higher Avia Training
what to they speak about ?
Niorthern Territorial Control.
the course

A majority of fliers,having graduated training in

of Li-2 ship cowsnders,have been permitted to fly in

at daytime and two at night.

Our recomnendationsz

it

is

minina=

weather one

necessary that the students

should acquire greater practical habits when flying with side wind.
The ?.rumensk Avia Group.

After training in

Kirovograd pilot N.Kuznetsoy was put

to work as An-2 ship co.,.nander and he successfully executes flights on local air
routes.

A.Kuragin is

also well trained for introduction into worke

Uzbek Territorial Control.

Graduates of the school have showvn excellent theoretio

and flight training. V.e-okloyev flies

independmntly as Li-2 csonander.

L.Usov is

co-pilot.
Azerbaidzhan Territorial Control.
the school is

The general impression about the training at

good. When put to work the pilots have demonstrated high theoretical

and flight training.
-liagedansk Avis Group.
-. Iosin, A.Boroznov.

Sixteen graduates of the school,

especially NI.Levchenko,

I.Taran received outstanding awards on material part and air-

craft piloting. They fly good and reliably.
Kazakh Territorial Control.

Pilots O.Lipin and V.Kim after graduating school

have considerably improved their mastery.
piloting problems

They are making a more thorough study of

and practical aerodynamics.

They show no faults in

the technique

of piloting. We wish the working group of the school further successes in

the train

ing of aviation cades*
They go out on air routes
'Who knows,

maybe Vladimir Kotovskiy will succeed in

unkno.wn aJays in

FTD-T -62-1924/1+

the enormous air ocean?

In

establishing new,hitherto

any event he dreamed about it!

And he

studies well, diligently, to beccme a highly qualified navigators These possibilities are offered to him by the school.
Vladi-nir Kotovskov came from Bulgaria. Already in the school years
books

he read a lot of

about people of the winged profession. And when he has seen them on large jet

aircraft he firply decided the selection of his future life path;
Dtrance exams to the Kirovograd school for the navigators course he passed with
high honors. And identical honor he is now reaping in all subjects. Be hAs alrendy
100 flying hours to his credit,
Just like Kotovskov other students Konstantin Pirogov; Leonid Cherekhin, Vladimir Kulin and many others, are successfully mastering the art of flying.

FTD-776-62-1924/1428

*AZN-l4,

PcmxLA, (The clod)
by

.N.
It

Vladimirov.

is an unusual aircraft named at first by an absolutely ordinary name,

letters werL. in way different from its

brothers,

which cme.

the first

fra-i the very same con-

struction bureau. Only the o dinal number of the construction indicated tk'at it
to light between the AN-10 and the AN-24-.

'hatever

came

was in the blueprints and drawings

has found its way into the metak, wood and plastics,

it was christened with-the pet

name "pCEMI A.
Othe.vise, the fact is not natural to its name.
speCA about the other thingi are "PCLKXAS"

The bee as a bee!

We would like to

generally needed in our country when along

the eir-routes of our country are already for the second years flying express aircraft
TU-104 and 11-18 ? Just think - after the AN 10 accomrodatg in its spacious cabins

85 passsngbrs, Oleg Konstantinovich Anton•ov introduces to civil aviation the A1-114,
which is

inferior in load lifting capacity even to its predecessor the An-2.

Civil Aviation isthe largest in the world aviation unit,

it services not only liner

extending over several thousand of hm, let us say. :.scow-Petropavlovsk i- K-mchatka or Vlad&histok- Odessa. The sky of our ,ieat co'untry- from Khibin to Kara-umoy, from the
River Prut to the Bay of Zolotoy Rog, from the peak of Ta:ir-Tau to trans-Carpathda
is densely interwoven

by a multitude of local air lines, over which more than

of air passcngers are travelling. 'What is

parti;ularly ccmforting

-

CK

the local network

of blue roads not shown on the map, but it is expanding continuously, in a very fast pace.
in villages, uozkmen conirunitiea,

*FT-TT-62-1924/1t2

small t-awns is rapidly gro'inh

the demand for higb

speed transportation,

and the day is not tco far away when the 'SR

will beccr.e a

coutry of s-lid aexoftcation. Thd ie why the Aeroflot needs good and various air
craft, heavy and light ones.

The more so since the lerigth of local avia routes varies

IT=m 150 - 2C0 km in the Ukraine aA 'n, AzTzeniaste 400-500 1m in TrZWns•ikal and YazaM•-S!•
It

coula be mentioned,

that Andrey INikolayevich Tupolev after the 3iant aircraft

Tu-114 created an airship of medlmi

range of fli•.t

zhe Tu-124 carrying 40-60 .nassengers.

To fly over a me-ium air-route we have the ArA-24, :hich appeared in the footsteps of the
z.ain liners An-10 and An-12.

3-A let us discuss thx "oLKA%
it been 'created?
The An-14 is

'.hat does it represent?

For what pi-xposes has'

'0nat is its destiny 7
a multipurpose aircraft. Depending upon it

esignation it

can be

manufactured either in passenger, or in at'icultural variants. The passenger variant of the
I1}LKA is
of fligh.t

intended for seven passengers.
-

its cruising speed - 190-210 kr/hr. Range

up to 600 km. For 200 km long avia lines, for ':'hich PCIUilKA was designated

for practical purposes the aircraft (PCEZLKA)

will be capable of carrying 9 pxssengers

bringing up the load to 720 kg. %ith full tanks and cornercial load o
flight range can b

.550 ka the

ncreased to 720 }

The An-14 is a high wing monoplane with dcuble fin vertical empennage.
is 11.04, height 4.25 m. The wing isprovide. with autcruatic

dual•

Its length

slats (&'orewings)e

slot extensible flaps and hingeA ailerons. Uing sian - 22 m, I"ent lkte,

-

12.15 m,

Load per square meter - B2.5 kg.

The power plant consists of two radial piston engines with air cooling AI-14,N.
Its total take off power is 600 hp. The engines mounted on the PChT-LUA are well known
to our flight and engineering-technical ceAres and consequently they do not require
much introduct ion*
But we must repeat again about the pvo:er installaticn selected by the ceratructor
for the An-14. In ccnparison with the single e gin4'ersion it has at least two advanp
tages. FirSt of all - greater reliability of the aircraft. Even at full•2oad the
FTD-T-T62-1924/1t2
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JCIZJ-KLA can continue cruising in case one of the engines3evelops trouble. Cf no

lesser

Li~rt,-c
a! v

•oha
Olat

avasUJpt. "de are thinking here of the triisi.r

of flyin6 persornel.

Young rilo.1S, as a rule, for a year, tw;o or nmore fly single engine earcraft the

"lak-12 and An-2. ConscueLtly ..1en time c•-mes to train for flyir.6 on hcavy machines
it

i3 necessary for thez to become familiarized (acquainte..)

with new more complex

eqjimnent. The ;i.ots must also master the technilue of piloting aircraft powered
by sevbral engines. Flights on the An-14 will give the young cadres the po-sibility
froL' the fiiLst stages of iai-ividual (independent)

optraticn along air lines and in

aETiculture to adopt these characteristics,

strengthen and develop habits

in piloting of aircraft with complex po;er plants.
There is still another feature of the new aircraft. 've speak here about its tawL'
.- off-landing qualities, which for local lines
length of the take-off run of the Zt.LKL

-

~ay be of decisite iuportance.The

60-90 m, length of landing run - 70 -110

m, 3.ardiag speed - 65 km/hr. 'We like to meition, by the vay, that the length of the
take off run of aircraft of approximately the sem

class is 15C-200 m. Frrthenmore

the landing.gear of IMhT2Z.Kk, having a nose wheel, eliminates the possibility of nose
over, and the lever suspension of the wheels Shrow pressure tires allow to operate
same, over dirt, sand and snow covered landing s3trips.
Lven more can be said: b- its tai=-off-la3nding qualities the An-14 is placed between
the categories of light aircraft"aa
clicopte'.-S. However, if" we take into con-3ideration
tre cost of Opert ing pwop-wing machines,

S•~ertically
iBut

is

then their ability to toke off

and land

bought at a high prioeo

speaking about the take off landing qualities of the Au-14 we must keep

first of all in mind its operation in any rivun village, a:y given farm without any
greater expenditures in preparing and equipping airfields. It-can land everywheres
and the cost of its operation is three-four times lower than that of the Vi-l and 14-4
helicopters.

We of course do not desire to belittle the values of helicopters, but we

cannOt get away from the truth, that wherevet it

BT-MTT-6 2-l924/1 f2
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is possible to fly am aircrafteit

is hardly alvisable to resort to
o•iaicn.

rAor driven machines. That is .hy the An-14,

in ouX

will be profitable to employ for th-e maintenanctf geologic.l exploratica p.Ax

$j,

and for the executioh of sanitution missions.
it
,

dimesnions,

Alono

arrungaent and eiuipmnt of tý* pA2songer cabin leave a Good impres

its sides at wide illiminators ((.indows) are placed six soft chairs.

seaeath passenger sits in line with the pilot. Cver the windows - curtains.
are decoratel with •la.1tic materials of pleasant color. The cabin is
c,;nditioning systems.

ibe

'iTe walls

equipped with air

The no±3e of the pow':er plants is dampened by thermal noise insula-

tion. The entry door is at the tail end of the fuselage. The extendible ladder is kipctically connected wih wit. the door flaps,
There is
yes it

it

is extended and retracted autac-atically.

a reason wh. we sped'k in such &ueatdetail about the cabin. It

is time to pay a little

services. PCI-MM.

is

is time,

more attention to short range aircraft and to passenger

in this respect quite different from the An-2 and Yak-12, approaching

with itslnterior decoration to modern heavy airships. True., in freig&.t variant of the
machine the constructors Irovlded ccllapsible seats for eight passengers. Does it
the reduce t-he comfort?

This is a step backwards.

pay

Passenger ccnvenience should not be

infringed,
For the agricultural variant of PCIMMKA the construction bureau developed two
kinds of ecuiplmet.

One is intended for dusting , the

spraying processees.

The cnemicals are loade4i on the ground into tans.,which are then rolled, in into the cabin
of the pilot.

The tanks are interchangeable.

As lcng as the aircraft treats seedings

froza one tank, the other oCe is being chargei on the ground. Nothinr
that this not only facilitates the servicing of the machine

but it

more can be said,
also reduces to a

Pini-m- its stay under loaded chemicals. The cost of treating fields from the An-14
aircraft, as shown by preliminary calculations, will be lower by 20-3C',

than with the

Yak-12.
T..e apparatus for avietion-chenical operations

is easily installed and dis-

mc.unted, from the aircraft* When there is no worki at the field, the aircrift carn be

F M_-LLT.-62-192idA+2
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used for tran3portation of seeds, seedlingschicken incubators, spawn fish,barries.
milk and other agricultural loads.
The technique of piloting the An-14 is simple and accessible to young flying

cadres. Navigation and conaunication ejquipmento installed on the aircraft, is
intended for the execution of flights not only under visual conditions, but also
in case of poor vie:bilityo
Special de-icing measures are providede The wing and empennagsr•eovided

with

hot air system, the windshield of the pilot cabin and atmospheric pressure Fick
up - with electric heating. At the time of flight testing the anti-icing system
functioned satisfactorily.
These are the general qualities of the PCHELKA.- and. aircraft for local lines
and agriculture.
Illustrationt PCHEJKA landing near field statlon of a ferm. The inhabitants of the
village view the new aircraft with interests

F.TD-TT-62-1924/A42
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Diskoplane,

Flying .Machines of the Puture

by
B. Broude
If we would analyze the development of aircraft construction,
arrive at a conclusion, that the wing is dying away.

The fact is,

then we might
biplanes have given

space to monoplanes. The monoplane wing with trapezoidal (fig.l) larger area and
considerable aspect ratio, has first become sweptback, then it

transformed into delta

of small aspect ratio and small area.. Now are even planned OFlying Fuselages

e.ge

,

the Aerodyne by LUppish.
This transformation of the aircraft took place basically because of the rise in
aircraft speed. With the rise in flying speed to create the necessary lift
a smaller wing area. But with the reduction in wzing area

is necessary

there is a deterioration is

the take-off-llndi'g properties of the aircraft. This deficiency is

compensated by

the increased power installation of jet aircraft*
On modern passenger aircraft the thrust of the enwGines (or propellers) is
0.3 of theiri take off weight. An increase in energ
take off and landing aircraft. if
speeds,

then it

0.2-.

to I alows to make a vertical

such an aircraft is

intended for flying at very high

can be made entirely wingless. One fuselage is

capable of producin3

the necessary lift,although its aerodvnamic quality will be very poor (approximately
Kf-l-2). And,

of course, takee off and lan4ings shouli be done by iincreasing the thrust

of its jet engines.
It

is assumed,

thar vertical take off and landing aircraft (SVVP)

take off weight and greater load liftilg

FTI)-r--62-1924/1+2

of greater

capacity will be technically realizeble

and

econa.ically advisable
engines,

whenr•oducing

lighter in

than the ones which are mounted on present day aircraft.
3oeing 707-420 aircraft

that a

more powerful,

weight and ecoamical
For example,

should land and take off vertically it

in

order

would have to

be powered not by four engines as presentlybut by 18 engines I At such a mechanical
nolification the aircraft
We will assume
*flying fuselage

0

would have no fractical caznercial value nor flight range.

that the question of engines h-s been solved in

positive* Dut the

having together with the wing lost the right of being called an

aircraft, will not be perfectly safe in operation'

in

case of engine failure or-shor4.

;age of fuel such a flying apparatus will not be capable of gliding down to Earth,
The press reports that as long as the proble= of gravitational forces is
be 'no mathods of controlling same,

there -.ill

regardless of their cruising speed

all

not sol*4A

heavier than air flyinc mochines,

(up to super or hypersonic and even cosmic

speeds)

for safety purposes will be equipped with wings or rotors for glidin- descent or with
brake and parachute
rMn•

Diskoplene

systems for landing.
is

considered

abroad as the suitable apparatus for flying a'. any

possible speed with vertical take off and in
In

other words,

case of emergency with gliding descent.

the flying apparatus uith one round wing, without fuselage and with-

cut empennage.
Efforts to create an aircraft with rcun: wing have been made repeatedly,
are still
snaIl

in

experix-ental stages.

I_

aspect ratio?.-

wing for an aircraft

=I

7he fact is,

= 1.27. It

that a round wing -

has a greater critical

aspect ratio (fig.2). In

has no advantage over
order to utilize

a

a wing of very

angle of attack. A round

of conventional design (ving-fuselage-empe:.nage),

of foreign specialists,

in

the opinion

trapezoidal or delta wine of snell

the greater landig

the aircraft should have extremely high landing gear* It
bility

is

but they

angle of a round wing

will have poor lateral

staw

because of the small wing span. Poor viewine from the cockpit during take -off

and landing,

and a
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Mrmber of other defects.

1:5

And,
resses,
Vint

on the other hand,

in the opinion of foreign specialists, a ntumber of advantages over delta
not to speak about the "flying fuselage'. It

aircraft,

of such a wing (in
shape (doubly c nvex),
rct

a Oflying WJing I type aircraft (rouni form in plan) pos.

of strength it

any given section an4

is assumed that the. profile

direction) is most suitable in lenticular

with greater upwards curvature.

It

is mentioned. that with re:_

can be. taken of vary loa. relative thickners (c=3-5

flat disk will have ex~cellent aerodynamic qualities

ercent). A

at super-and hyperacnic flitht

speeds. To arrange the engines in the interior of this disk

C(fig.3), the fuel, useful

load and cabins its thickness in the center ( Hb should be no less than 2-2.5 meters.
At rel.tively smell pwofile thickness it requires a greater wing diameter. Consequently
it

is assumed,

that discoplanes

Should be sufficiently large in dimensions3

weight and load lifting capacity. For example , at c =

5

percent and HI = 2 me the,

G.
diameter of the wing DV 40 m. At a specific wing load

take off

P

S

2
420 kgom
the weight

of such an aircraft may reach G = ý30 tons.
For a discoplane to fly at an altitude 'of 20 km at a speed of 3600 km/hr its engines
should develop a thrust of about 90 tons (at K = 6).

For vertical take off and landint

they should give a thrust of over 500 tons. But the overall dimensions of a discoplane
should be considerably smaller than the overall dimensions of an aircraft with such
an ordinary wing area. And so, the diameter of a discoplan
the area
It

th an areS

equalling

of a wing of a modern miltiseater aircraft,does not exceed 15 meters.

is assumed,

that a discoplane should be equipped with a greater number of engines,

so that the breakdown of one of them

would not generally change the general thrust

force and equilibrium of the apparatuS.
of the engines are directed downwalds,

During take off and landing the exIaust streams
and during horizontal flight

-

sideways,reverbe

to the =ve.:nt of the disk. With the rise in speed a greater part of the lift

will

be producei by the wing. The engines are switched over into cruisingeconomical operational condition. In view of the presence of two lift
tits),

forces (aerodynamic

and reac-

the discoplane is capable of flying in the atmoppheregas well as beyond it
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-.

cosmic apace.

-in

All vertically teke off aircraft and rockets luring'hovering and smll rates of
motion do not have aerodynamic stability.
flight conditions are ineffective.
layers of the atmosphere

an=

Conventional rudder surfaces under these

The same is the case when flying in highly rarefied

in vacuum space.

Th•t is why vertical take off and lnd.

ing rockets and cosmic ships have jet rudders for stabilization and control,

that

is the reaction of the outflowing stream of gas.
Analogous devices,
specialists,
three axes it

controlled by autopilot and mnually, in the opinion of foreign

should also be used as equipmnt for discoplanes. For control around all
is possible to use the jet streams of the engines)

and in case of emer-

gency - compressed air, stored in bottles.
The round wing has little

shifting (with change in angle of attack) wing-focus.

At an arrangement of the CG in the geometric center of the circle of the wing (Z ut
50% CAX) the moments necessary for balanccing and control will be small*
Due to total sy.mietry of the discoplane it will be capable of flying with 90%
slide and even in reverse direction.
'\

Tne opinion is

.... ,liding

expressed,

that for emergency

and regular aircraft landiV (without
reactive stre

f the engihesand a stream

of compressed air) on the trailing edges of the
.

.disk

is desirable to have aileron type rud4r
surfaces,

and for ground stability

-

fins.

In this case the CG should be shifted for
'4

'ward.

The recomended centering equals
.

32% CAX,

kt

-

just as on certain-conventional.

type aircraft.
It

Fixt1le

is pointed out,

that from the viewpoint

of strength the round wing has aluo advantageas over the trapezoidal one (fig.O).
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At the very same area it las a smaller spail

2

and also a siller

"@ater then

bending moment,

The base chord of a round wing is

the base chort of a trapezoidil wing.

By that many times (at same C)

will be -roater the structural heiSht of the wing section and,
the forces in

its

flanges. For example,

if

considerably

consequently,

looer

10;0 1=
3,.
7

the trapezoidal wing has

then an oquisized round wing will have a span by 2.82 smaller, and a base chord 2.37
timnes groater,than in

a trapezoidal wing.

-;

\

'

,

@,

7 .

Fig.2.
In

this way,

Pige3

'.,hen using a round wing a double gain is

the wing and increasing the chord. Furthermore)
be absent torsion, because the CG, rigidities
on the axes of symmetry of the circle
For the very same reason it

.0,.0,

in

obtained& frcoi

the round wing will. in essence

and pressure of sections are appro-imBtely

(by 50% CAX).

will not be

subjected to vibration of the flutter

type.

Because of small bending moments and

.

greater rigidity of the round wing its
deforzations will appear to be insignifl.
canto
Judging by the descriptions given in
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Fiso4

1

shortenine

foreirpn press releases,

the construction of the round wing is

quite simple.

o? the frame can be formed, either by certain longerons (fi.5,•a)

The basis

or by certain ribs

(f ic*59b)e
In deight the round wing is

it

mach lighter thdn an equisized trapezoidal wing,

has no fuselage nor empennage.

be mch better,

than in

That is

why the weight yield of tV.-

an ordinary aircraft.

Iaxiin-s

because

discoplane will

yield would bb offered (at mo-

nocoque construction) by a flying apparatus of spherical form. because the weight of
its

construction is

proportional to the surface% and the useful load to the volume.

But a spherical form is
aviation circles assu

suitable only for flying in
)

airless (vacuum)

that at an aerodynar-ic flight maximinm

parison with ordinary aircraft

space.

Foreign

weight yield

in

will be offered by the lenticular discoplane.

There are various concepts on the possibility of constructing a discoplayke.
tions are mad•
the apparatus,

for example,
which is

(fig.3)to place the crew ca-innot

next ring is

in

the

fnose

hampered by the low thickness of wing leading edge,

the center (position 1). Reduced viewine is
installations.

supplemented

(3);

Suggesof

'

but in

by television and periscope

Around the cockpit can be arranged the passcnger cabins (2).

In

the

(4)

end control or-

as well as for vertical take-off and landing,

should be small

situated the fuel

gans (5); on the upper surface
The landing gear,

com-

in

the outer ring

-

engines

- fins (6).

and can represent easily retractable runners-skiis.

Suitable also for take off from

the spot and for sliding after emergency gliding.
All the mentioned features and advantages
sis of rough calculations
*

of a discoplane are given on the ba-

and logical c~iusions.

To confirm same

investigations of the structure are necessary,
aerodynamics.of various discoplates.

In

France,

extensive sciemti4 P1r

investigations of strength and

especially, was already tested an

aircraft-disk (Rene-Xousen) with a cockpit for two people,

The aircraft-disk had a

diameter of the wing of 8.2 m and one turbojet engine.

Fig.5.
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